
 
About Leda VIllage Resort  

Situated on the borders of the picturesque seaside village of Horto, the Leda Village Resort 
comprises a unique complex of rooms, studios, suites and villas in Pelion, promising a relaxed 
holiday by the sea. 

The Leda Village Resort extends within an area of 30,000 square meters in front of a sheltered 
beach. All its buildings expand amphitheatrically in the scenery amongst olive trees and lush 
vegetation in such a way so that the visitor is not in the least deprived of the magnificent view 
of the Pagassetic Gulf. 

Built in Pelion traditional style and decorated with folklore art paintings and stained glass 
fanlights the buildings of Leda Village definitely have their own character.  

Leda Village Resort facilities & activities  

In our complex you will find “Ambrosia” restaurant situated just above the beach overlooking 
the Pagassetic Gulf. While gazing at the endless blue sea, it is worth tasting the traditional 
cooking of Pelion, as well as several delicious dishes. Just in front of the beach there is also 
“Iris” snack bar that is open throughout the day. You can have a great time there enjoying a 
variety of refreshments, cocktails, coffee, snacks, ice creams, crepes, waffles and so on in a 
pleasant atmosphere at an idyllic setting. Above the swimming pool you will find our amazing 
pool bar called “Ioli” with the gorgeous view to the sea, where you can taste drinks, 
refreshments, ice-creams and so on while relaxing and listening to the music. 

Our guests can also discover our wide range of activities from sports like football and 
basketball to tennis, mini-golf, and beach volley. Our experienced staff also provide Yoga 
classes in our two Yoga studios, as well as aqua aerobic classes and also run our kids’ club for 
the younger guests! You can also try on site scuba diving as well as rent canoes and SUPs.  

Horto Village   

As the seaside village of Horto, Pelion is just ten minutes on foot from our resort, it is a good 
idea to walk over there. Although Horto is a small village, you will find small cafés and 
picturesque tavernas by the sea as well as two mini markets for daily shopping. 

Just at a 3 km distance from the Leda Village Resort, the seaside village of Milina is found. It is 
ideal either for a stroll on the promenade or shopping in the small tourist shops and markets. 
There are also good restaurants, bars and clubs by the sea for night entertainment. 

It would be our pleasure to have you as our guests in the Leda Village Resort at this stunning 
place of Pelion. 


